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Motivation for SUSY
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In absence of signal at 7TeV, change in focus from "constrained models defined at 
GUT scale" to "natural SUSY".  

• Motivation supported by discovery of Higgs Boson
• Final state with large number of tops, bottoms, W-Bosons
• Address fine-tuning problem

•

Signal expected to manifest itself through events with 
jets and large missing ET.

In the beginning (of the LHC) ...
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•Analyses geared towards (possible) early discovery

•Focus on inclusive and robust searches (eg, data-driven for bkgd. estimation)

•Model-independent, signature-based approach

•“Reference” analyses: jets + MET + ...

•Aim: maximum coverage and “easy” combinations

0 leptons 1 lepton OSDL SSDL ≥3 leptons ≥1 photons

Very challenging, huge 
multijet background, 
highest sensitivity to 

strong production

Lepton requirement 
reduces multijet 

background, 
topological handles to 

reduce W/TTbar

Two searches with Z 
peak and mass edges, 
2nd lepton suppresses 
W background, OSOF 

background 
subtraction

Natural SUSY 
signature, very small 

SM backgrounds

Search on Z peak with/
out MET, sensitivity to 
EWK production, very 
low SM background

Sensitivity to GMSB, 
dominated by multijet 
and γ+jet backgrounds

Jets + MET + ...
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Supersymmetry searches are an active area of research at LHC 

• Theoretically well-motivated
• Dark matter candidate (LSP)
  under assumption of conservation of

      R-parity
• Solves hierarchy problem 

• ie, cancellation of quadratically divergent loop corrections to Higgs mass
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A search based around the dimensionless variable ɑT 

• Hadronic final states give largest branching fractions, however huge QCD 
background.

  
• QCD multi-jet event background suppressed to a negligible level by kinematic 
variable ɑT.

The ɑT variable 

The minimal supersymmetric extension to the Standard 
Model (MSSM) predicts scalar and fermion partners to all SM 
fermions and bosons [1]. MSSM imposes R-parity 
conservation, which implies pair-production of sparticles and 
the existence of a stable, weakly interacting massive particle, 
known as the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). At the 
LHC, pair-production of heavy squarks and gluinos is 
expected to dominate. These will decay, potentially via 
cascades, down to the LSP.  Hence, mSuGra signatures 
typically comprise multiple high-pT jets, leptons and large 

missing transverse energy (MET).

 

• The hadronic channel requires at least two jets and MET [2]. 

• W+jets, Z+jets and tt provide real MET and irreducible 
backgrounds.  

• Of primary concern is the QCD background due to its large 
cross-section.

• QCD can be suppressed effectively by requiring a high energy 
scale and MET. 

• Data-driven methods are extremely important to control QCD 
and other backgrounds. 

Searches for supersymmetry in hadronic final states 
using the αT variable at the CMS detector.

1) Signatures, backgrounds and challenges

References and acknowledgements

5) Results at 1.1fb-1 

2) Controlling QCD using kinematic variables
• αT characterises the overall transverse momentum 

balance of the event [2,3].

• Like MET, but dimensionless, αT is a powerful, robust 

discriminator against QCD.

• EWK backgrounds must be suppressed and determined 
using other methods.

For a perfectly measured 
QCD di-jet system:

αT = 0.5

Event with mis-measured 
jet(s):

αT < 0.5

3) Event Selection 

• At least two high-pT> 50GeV jets passing acceptance and 

quality criteria and a lepton/photon veto.

•  High HT threshold (> 275 GeV), followed by αT > 0.55 cut. 

• Event cleaning to prevent QCD contamination due to mis-
measured jets from Dead ECAL crystals or significant MHT 
contributed from jets falling below acceptance limits. 

• 8 H
T
  signal regions with binning (275, 325, 375, 475, 575, 

675, 775, 875>) with scaled jet thresholds in lowest two to 
maintain jet multiplicities in each bin [4].

jet jet

SUSY
topology

LSP LSP

4) Data-driven SM backgrounds

[1] Stephen P. Martin, A Supersymmetry Primer, arXiv:hep-ph/9709356v5
[2] CMS, SUSY searches with dijet events, CMS-SUS-08-005
[3] L. Randall, D. Tucker-Smith, Dijet Searches for Supersymmetry at the LHC, arXiv:0806.1049
[4] CMS, Search for supersymmetry in all-hadronic events with alpha_T CMS-PAS-SUS-11-003
[5] CMS, Data-Driven Estimation of the Invisible Z Background to the SUSY MET Plus Jets Search, CMS-
SUS-08-002

• Collapse multi-jet system into a di-jet-like system 
comprising two pseudo-jets.

• Jet re-combination scheme minimises ΔHT in order to 

maximise the signal yield.

Extension to multi-jet (>2) case:
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HT =     | pT 
j |,   MHT =     pT 

j  [8],  ΔHT =  HT pseudojet 1 - HT pseudojet 2   

Di-jet case:

Comparison of H
T
 between data, 

MC and mSugra testpoints LM4 
and LM6 for H

T
 > 375GeV and 

MHT > 100GeV. 

Comparison of αT distribution  

between data and MC for         
 H

T
 > 375GeV and MHT > 

100GeV.

No excess over SM background seen at 1.1fb-1. 
Competitive CMSSM limits set by αT analysis [4]. 

SM backgrounds estimated from processes with similar 
kinematic properties [5].

● Z + jets background estimated from high p
T
 photons + jets 

sample.
● W + jets and tt estimated from muon control sample of, W 
bosons decaying into muon and neutrinos.

H
T 
distribution for events selected 

in muon sample. Blue line shows 
outcome of fit to data.

H
T 
distribution from events selected 

in photon sample. Blue line shows 
outcome of fit to data.

jet

jet

QCD
topology

Observed and expected 95% CL exclusion contours in the CMSSM (m
0
 , 

m
1/2

) plane using NLO signal cross sections using the CL method. 

Expected limit is shown with 68% CL range.
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Search Strategy

CMS SUSY 3rd Generation Meeting, Jad Marrouche, 16.03.2012 

An inclusive 3rd Gen Search 
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b-tag dimension:  
Targets top and bottom 

squarks, as motivated by 
e.g. “natural” SUSY models 

HT dimension: 
Targets compressed and 
uncompressed spectra  

=0 
=1 

=2 
=3 

>=4 = 2,3

>= 4

Eight bins in 
HT dimension

Two bins in Jet 
multiplicity 
dimension

Five bins in 
b-tag 

dimension
Event Selection

• High pT jets (pT>50 GeV |eta|<3) 
• Dedicated electron and muon (>10 GeV) and photon(>25 GeV) vetoes
• ɑT >0.55 and further dedicated event cleaning requirements

 ɑT search sensitivity to a variety of SUSY models  : 

•  b-jet enriched final states (Natural SUSY)
•  qq and gg production
•  large mass splittings and compressed spectra
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∼∼ ∼∼
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SM backgrounds are EWK processes with real missing ET

•W + jets, 
• tt + jets  
• Z        νν + Jets 
• Small contribution from single top, DiBoson and DY processes

Backgrounds

Backgrounds estimated from kinematically similar EWK rich control samples binned 
identically to signal region. Extrapolation to the hadronic signal region through ‘transfer 
factors’

• 3 control regions defined 

• Single Muon - W+jets, tt + jets + (DiBoson, top, DY) 
• Single Photon - Z        νν + Jets 
• DiMuon - Z        νν + Jets 

• Any potential biases, ( Mis-modelling, PU effects, Minimise reliance on MC etc) will 
largely cancel
• Series of closure tests established to determine systematic uncertainties to these 
translation factors
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Fitting procedure
 Simultaneous fit of HT distributions in control and signal samples over all b-

tag slices 
 Signal and control samples connected via translation factors, with HT 

systematic uncertainties

26

QCD HT-dependence

MC tt, W had 
-----------------
MC muon

MC Zνν had 
---------------------
MC photon

Hadronic control 
sample

Muon control 
sample

(Nb-tag = 0,1,2,≥3)

Photon control 
sample

(Nb-tag = 0,1,2,≥3)

Hadronic signal 
sample

(Nb-tag = 0,1,2,≥3)

Di-muon control 
sample

(Nb-tag = 0,1,2,≥3)

MC Zνν had 
---------------------
MC di-muon

Tuesday, 20 November 12

Transfer factors are used to extrapolate from control samples to signal 
region. Simultaneous fit across all samples to produce results.
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Interpretation of results made through simplified model spectra (SMS) 
assume a single production and decay channel and are used to interpret 
results of the searches.
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Results
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MuonSignal Region

PhotonDiMuon
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Results : SMS interpretations
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The colour scale represents the upper limit on the cross-section (pb) assuming 100% branching 
ratio.

200 GeV

600 GeV
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Results : Direct stop production
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ee e e

T1bbbb
Njet : ≥ 4
Btag : 2, 3, ≥ 4

Gluino mediated production

Results : SMS interpretations

650 GeV

1125 GeV

sbottom produced off-shell, large number of jets and b-jets in final state
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Summary

• No sign of SUSY at 8TeV 

• Limits set in numerous Simplified model scenarios covering a range of possible SUSY 
signatures

• Will update to  full dataset/data-parked (extending signal region coverage) to be 
analysed. 
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Robert Bainbridge     “Search for Physics beyond the Standard Model at CMS”     XXVII Rencontres de Physique de la Vallée d’Aoste     La Thuile, 30th March 2013

αT: direct production of t (and other models)
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Model mparent mLSP

pp → qq* → qq!0!0 775 (850) 325 (350)

pp → bb* → bb!0!0 600 (675) 200 (250)

pp → tt*  → tt!0!0   -   (520)    -   (100)

pp → gg → qqqq!0!0 950 (1050) 450 (550)

pp → gg → bbbb!0!0 1125 (1200) 650 (700)

pp → gg → tttt!0!0 950 (1075) 325 (375)

•No observed exclusion for direct t production
–Expect to exclude [320,500] for mLSP = 50 GeV
–Yet to update to full 20 fb-1 and parked data

•Currently, interpretations in 6 simplified models
–Direct / gluino-mediated pair-production of q, b, t
–Expected limits improve w.r.t. 7 TeV by ~200 GeV

Observed (expected) mass limits on parent sparticle and LSP
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Backup : Closure Tests

Use closure tests to determine data driven systematic uncertainties on translation 
factors

• Probe systematically all ingredients in translation factors (eg, modelling of kinematics)

• Use control samples to predict into other control region

• Ratio ( Nobs - Npred ) / Npred is plotted as a function of HT

• Inspect statistical consistency of predicted and observed yields

• Powerful tool to check for potential biases and HT dependence
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Tests performed

•Different control samples: μμ+jets → γ+jets, μ+jets → μμ+jets, μ+jets → γ+jets
•Different b-tag multiplicity bins
•MC modelling of AlphaT, different jet multiplicities...

2-3 Jets >= 4 Jets

10%10%,10%, 20%, 20% 10%10%,10%, 20%, 30%

Systematic uncertainty on translation factors

Backup : Closure Tests
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